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8 KAPALUA'S PLANTATION COURSE EMBRACES THE SEA
Ben Crenshaw and Bill Coore designed the third star in Kapalua's crown of three resort courses. The site offered a rare combination, a strikingly beautiful location that is also a natural for play. The pair was able to take existing natural characteristics and utilize them in their layout.

14 TRENDS IN TOPDRESSING
Senior technical Editor Holly Gibson cites examples of topdressing at golf courses and athletic fields. The keys to success are making a long-term commitment to topdressing and selecting the proper equipment.

21 LINKS TO THE PAST:
AN ENVIRONMENTAL PHILOSOPHY
Golf Course Architect Craig Schreiner explains why today's architects are faced with considerably more details than their predecessors in designing golf courses which preserve the character and health of the environment.

25 TEE MANAGEMENT:
CARING FOR THE COMBAT ZONE
Superintendents battle constantly to maintain a natural surface on their tees. This story provides guidelines for tee size, renovation, and rotation under varying levels of play.
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